Abstract This paper proposes the Collision Prevention System based on Fuzzy which reasons a risk with the location information of vehicles and pedestrians and prevents collision between vehicles, and between a vehicle and a pedestrian with the reasoned risk. The proposed system provides three functions. First, it identifies a pedestrian's location with his smart phone and a vehicle's location with the GPS equipped in the vehicle. and transfers the identified information to their neighbors. Second, it makes a vehicle and a pedestrian reason a risk by considering a moving direction, a moving speed and road information. Third, it provides a vehicle and a pedestrian with the reasoned information such as route detour, speed reduction, etc. Therefore, the proposed collision prevention system based on Fuzzy not only prevents collision accidents beforehand by reasoning a risk, but also reduces a variety of losses by protecting traffic accident and congestion.
종류 위험도 감속 비율 S-F-X 50 이하 10% R-F-X S-S-X S-F-O S-V-X 90이하 20% F-F-X R-S-X S-S-O R-F-O I-F-X 110이하 30% S-V-O R-V-X F-S-X F-F-O 130이하 40% R-S-O I-S-X F-V-X I-F-O 140이하 50% R-V-O I-V-X 150이하 60% F-S-O 160이하 70% I-S-O F-V-O 170이하 80% I-V-O 180이하
